NIGHT OF DESTRUCTION

2020 Demo Cross Rules
Any type of car (no convertibles), truck, can compete. A vehicle may not be
allowed to compete at the discretion of the Race Director, if it is deemed to be
dangerous to the other competitors. This could include raised vehicles and
reinforced vehicles. For proper scoring, numbers must be easily read from the
grandstand. Car numbers must be in CONTRASTING COLOR and must be on
both doors and on top: also front and rear for staging. Numbers on doors and
top are to be a minimum 20" high by 4” wide. Numbers on the front of the car
must be 6” high; and must be placed in driver side headlight area (must be
clearly visible to staging person). All glass and plastic must be removed
from the vehicle.
The race is 20 Laps on the quarter-mile track. There will be obstacles on the
track such as heavy equipment tires, boats, jet skis, plastic drums full of water
and cars. The race surface will be watered down to minimize the speed of the
vehicles. This is not your typical race, this is Demo Cross where Driver's may
spin, rub and hit other cars on the track. Even though this is a "Contact Sport"
there is line that can be crossed for "MALICIOUS HITS". Should someone hit
another car with the intent to injure another competitor, the Race Director may
Black Flag that Driver from the event, Suspend them for up to a year or ban them
from the Track. This decision is solely up to the Race Director and there is no
appeal process. All vehicles must run counter clockwise on the race track. At no
time are you allowed to run the opposite direction. There are no caution flags
during the race. Only a red flag can be thrown to stop the race if a Driver appears
to be hurt or is in a location that warrants a red flag.
A DOT/Snell approved crash HELMET IS REQUIRED with working chin strap.
NO MOTOCROSS HELMETS. Drivers MUST wear long pants, leather boots,
long sleeve shirt and gloves while on the track. APPROVED FIRE SUIT & NECK
COLLAR HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.
Front and Rear Bumpers can be stock OEM. Any custom fabricated front and
rear bumpers must be flat shaped. The minimum width equal to the middle of the
front and rear tires. No minimum height. Maximum height equal to the top of the
front hood or rear trunk. No sharp protruding bumpers allowed.

No studded tires.
Each competitor is solely responsible for the effectiveness of personal safety
equipment used during an event. Perris Auto Speedway is not responsible for the
effectiveness of any personal safety equipment.
No Passengers allowed.
RADIOS:
1. All Demo Cross Drivers must have a one-way radio raceiver or radio set to the
race/scoring frequency (464.5500).
2. The radios will be used strictly for line-ups and general information from the
Scorer's and Race Director only.
3. Radios are to be provided by the Driver.
4. Drivers will not be permitted on the track without a radio and it must be on.
5. Radios along with ear buds can be purchased from PRE 2.0 Shelly
Wooldridge at (951) 295-2997
DISCLAIMER
The rules and/or regulations set forth herein are designed for the orderly conduct
of racing events and to establish minimum acceptable requirements for such
events. The rules shall govern all entrants. NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF SAFETY SHALL RESULT FROM PUBLICATION OF OR
COMPLIANCE WITH THESE RULES AND/OR REGULATIONS. They are
intended as a guide for the conduct of the sport and are in no way a guarantee
against injury or death to a participant, spectator or official.
The race director shall be empowered to permit deviations from any of the
specifications, herein, or impose any further restriction, that in his opinion do not
alter the minimum acceptable requirements. NO EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF SAFETY SHALL RESULT FROM SUCH ALTERATION OF
SPECIFICATIONS. Any interpretation or deviations of these rules is left to the
discretion of the officials. Their discretion is final. If you have any questions
please call the office at (951) 940-0134.
PURSE:
1. $500 2. $300 3. $200

